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But at this time, the Lab of the Gods suddenly came to him.

Mr. X personally led the team and appeared.

“Mr. Black Hawk, you seem surprised?”

Mr. X smiled.

“No, no, I thought you did it in advance!”

Agent Black Hawk wiped cold sweat.

he is very smart.

Know what the Gods Lab came to him.

What does it mean…
I’m afraid their action is about to begin.

While the whole world is in chaos, wars are breaking out everywhere, and everyone’s attention is on
this abnormal situation.

The Lab of the Gods secretly hides the giant creatures that are actually planned under one energy power
station.

Unconsciously!

It really is a conspiracy!

First release smoke bombs to disturb everyone’s sight, and then secretly hide all the real Big Macs under
the energy power station.

“Mr. Black Hawk is in trouble! Please!”

Mr. X smiled.

At this time, Agent Black Hawk was equivalent to being controlled.

No messages can be sent.

It can only be done according to the intentions of the Gods Lab.

“Okay! I’ll arrange it right away!”

The Black Hawk agent began to use his privileges to contact all the eyeliners arranged in advance at the
major energy power stations.

Permission is coming…

Soon, the Lab of the Gods began to act.

Ship huge containers to energy power stations all over the world.

With the help of Black Hawk agents, they obtained permission to hide all the Big Macs under the energy
power station.

That’s it!

That’s it!

This time is completely over!

The plan of the Lab of the Gods was ahead of Levi Garrison and his prediction.

A lot in advance.

Now the Big Mac has been hidden.

It is estimated that action will be taken soon.

But at this time Levi Garrison couldn’t find it.

At the most critical moment, people are gone.

The trouble is big.

The smoke bomb is a conspiracy, but the loss will not be large, or even there will be.

But it’s different now.

Soon the real plan of the Gods Lab came.

Who can stop it then?

Although these Big Macs are packed in containers.

But Agent Black Hawk had been in close contact and felt the majestic energy.

It’s terrifying to the extreme!

“Mr. Black Hawk, please cooperate with us from now on until our plan is over!”

The Lab of the Gods is also very cautious.

He also took care of the Black Hawk agent.

For fear of leaking out the information.

Agent Black Hawk is anxious.

One of the containers is broken.

He happened to see the Big Mac inside.

It is not the same level as the smoke bomb.

Too much too much.

Levi Garrison’s predictions were correct.

This kind of giant is so powerful that it makes people fearful!

In fact, even if he is looked at, he can send out a message.

But Levi Garrison couldn’t find anyone.

I don’t know where to retreat.

He has no idea.

Something is going to happen now.

He foresaw it.

The point is that the plan of the Lab of the Gods is too fast.

Three-month plan.

It’s been more than a month earlier.

Not even a month and a half?

Who can stop this?

Who can predict?

